Combustion Characteristics of C$_5$ Alcohols and a Skeletal Mechanism for HCCI Combustion Simulation
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ABSTRACT

C₅ alcohols are considered alternative fuels because they emit less greenhouse gases and fewer harmful pollutants. In this study, the combustion characteristics of 2-methylbutanol (2-methyl-1-butanol) and *iso*-pentanol (3-methyl-1-butanol) and their mixtures with primary reference fuels (PRFs) were studied using a detailed chemical kinetic model obtained from merging previously published mechanisms. Ignition delay times of the C₅ alcohol/air mixtures were compared with PRFs at 20 and 40 atm. Reaction path analyses were conducted at intermediate and high temperatures to identify the most influential reactions controlling ignition of C₅ alcohols. The direct relation graph with expert knowledge methodology was used to eliminate unimportant species and reactions in the detailed mechanism, and the resulting skeletal mechanism was tested at various homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engine combustion conditions. These simulations were used to investigate the heat release characteristics of the methyl-substituted C₅ alcohols, and the results show relatively strong reactions at intermediate temperatures prior to hot ignition. C₅ alcohol blending in PRF75 in HCCI combustion leads to a significant decrease of low temperature heat release (LTHR) and a delay the main combustion. The heat release features demonstrated by C₅ alcohols can be used to improve the design and operation of advanced engine technologies.
Introduction

Stringent emission regulations and health concerns related to the combustion of traditional fuels has elevated interest in alternative fuels and fuel additives. Oxygenated fuels have been considered alternative fuels or as fuel additives to fossil fuels because they emit less NO\textsubscript{x} and particulates.\textsuperscript{1} In addition, the production of oxygenated fuels from renewable sources can neutralize CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from combustion devices; however, before they are applied, their fundamental combustion characteristics need to be evaluated.\textsuperscript{2} For example, although ethanol is a first-generation biofuel that has attractive characteristics as an alternative bio-based alcohol fuel extender for petroleum fuels, it also imparts disadvantages such as a high O/C ratio, high hygroscopicity, and low energy density, which can cause problems with fuel storage and blending in combustion engines. In contrast, higher alcohols have lower hygroscopicity and corrosivity, higher energy density, and can be readily blended with hydrocarbon fuels. Therefore, higher alcohol fuels, such as C\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{5} alcohols, have been studied as next-generation biofuels, and extensive combustion chemistry studies on butanol isomers have been conducted over the last several years.\textsuperscript{3-18}

The physical and chemical properties\textsuperscript{1} of several alcohol fuels are presented in Table 1. The research octane number (RON) of 2-methylbutanol is unknown but could be estimated using the correlation between RON and shock tube (ST) ignition delay time under specific conditions (e.g., 835 K and 20 atm).\textsuperscript{19} In general, the octane ratings of C\textsubscript{5} and larger alcohols are lower than those of C\textsubscript{1}-C\textsubscript{3} alcohols; this higher propensity for ignition (increased cetane number) makes larger alcohols suitable for compression-ignition (CI) engine applications.\textsuperscript{1}
Table 1. Physical and chemical properties of alcohol and gasoline.\textsuperscript{1}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ethanol</th>
<th>Iso-butanol</th>
<th>Iso-pentanol</th>
<th>2-Methylbutanol\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
<td>46.06</td>
<td>74.11</td>
<td>88.14</td>
<td>88.14</td>
<td>111.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen content (wt%)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower heating value</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>30-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiling Point (°C)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>27-225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RON</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MON</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80-88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solubility in water at 25°C (wt%)</td>
<td>Miscible</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} values for 2-methylbutanol from Li et al.\textsuperscript{20}

Attention to alcohol combustion research on a C\textsubscript{5} family of alcohols, including \textit{n}-pentanol\textsuperscript{21-25}, \textit{iso}-pentanol (3-methyl-1-butanol, \(\text{CH}_{3}-\text{CH}(_{2})\text{CH}(_{2})\text{OH}\))\textsuperscript{26-30}, and 2-methylbutanol (2-methyl-1-butanol, \(\text{CH}_{3}\text{CH}(_{2})\text{CH}(_{2})\text{OH}\))\textsuperscript{31-34} has increased in recent years because longer-chain alcohols are better suited for combustion engines. However, there have been limited studies on C\textsubscript{5} alcohol combustion. Tang et al.\textsuperscript{24} measured the high-temperature ignition delay times of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols (\textit{n}-pentanol, \textit{iso}-pentanol, and 2-methylbutanol) in shock tubes with varying equivalence ratios at temperatures above 1100 K and pressures of 1 and 2.6 atm. Their experimental results showed that the ignition delay times and global activation energy decreased in the order of \textit{iso}-pentanol to 2-methylbutanol to \textit{n}-pentanol. The CNRS Orleans group measured the concentrations of reactants, intermediate species, and products of \textit{iso}-pentanol\textsuperscript{26} and 2-methylbutanol\textsuperscript{31} in a jet-stirred reactor at 10 atm and simulated their experiments using detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms. In 2012, Zhao et al.\textsuperscript{22} calculated pressure- and temperature-dependent rate constants for the thermal decomposition of pentanol isomers. In the same year, Welz and co-workers\textsuperscript{28} studied the low-temperature oxidation pathways of \textit{iso}-pentanol using photoionization mass spectrometry to emphasize the importance of the formation of \textit{iso}-pentanal (3-methylbutanal) and enol species. More recently, Lucassen and co-workers investigated the
combustion chemistry of 2-methylbutanol\textsuperscript{33} and \textit{iso}-pentanol\textsuperscript{30} in low-pressure premixed flames using flame-sampling molecular-beam mass spectrometry along with detailed chemical kinetic models. In 2013, Li and co-workers\textsuperscript{20,25} measured laminar-burning velocities of C\textsubscript{5} alcohol isomers at elevated temperatures and pressures using a spherically propagating flame. And earlier this year, Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{32} measured pyrolysis species of 2-methylbutanol in a flow reactor using synchrotron vacuum ultraviolet photoionization mass spectrometry at low and atmospheric pressures. Their results showed that the decomposition of 2-methylbutanol is similar to that of \textit{iso}-butanol rather than that of \textit{n}-butanol. Previously, Tsujimura et al.\textsuperscript{27} proposed a chemical kinetic model for \textit{iso}-pentanol, including comprehensive reaction pathways at low, intermediate, and high temperatures, and validated it against ignition delay times. Meanwhile, Sarathy and co-workers\textsuperscript{29} provided a wide range of experimental data for the oxidation of \textit{iso}-pentanol and proposed a detailed chemical kinetic model. Most recently, Park et al.\textsuperscript{34} proposed a chemical kinetic model for 2-methylbutanol and compared it against existing and new experimental data on its combustion.

Longer-chain alcohols could significantly increase the biofuel content in blended fuels due to their higher energy content, better engine compatibility, and lower water solubility. Campos-Fernández et al.\textsuperscript{35} studied the short-term performance of a direct-injection diesel engine fueled with different \textit{n}-pentanol/diesel fuel blends and found a slight engine power loss and an increase in brake thermal efficiency when the engine was fueled with higher alcohol blends. In 2000, Gautam and Martin\textsuperscript{36} investigated the combustion characteristics of alcohol/gasoline blends in a single-cylinder engine and their results showed that higher-alcohol/gasoline blends have a greater resistance to knock than neat gasoline. Ten years later, Yang and co-workers\textsuperscript{37} studied the fundamental characteristics of \textit{iso}-pentanol as a fuel for homogeneous charge
compression ignition (HCCI) engines. They found that *iso*-pentanol displays intermediate temperature heat release (ITHR) characteristics, which is important for optimal engine operation. HCCI engines combine the advantages of a spark ignition (SI) engine with a CI engine, but they struggled to control the ignition delay time and the rate of combustion.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the ignition and heat release characteristics of methyl-substituted pentanol isomers, 2-methylbutanol and *iso*-pentanol, to improve our understanding of their combustion with analyses using a detailed chemical kinetic model. We also present a new skeletal mechanism suitable for HCCI combustion simulations and test the model against various HCCI engine conditions to help explain the combustion properties of C₅ alcohols in an HCCI engine for a wide range of conditions including intake pressure, intake temperature, and engine speed.

**Chemical kinetic model**

All simulations were conducted in CHEMKIN PRO 15112³⁸ using the appropriate reactor modules. The detailed chemical kinetic model used in this study results from the merging of previously published mechanisms. The AramcoMech 1.3³⁹ for the oxidation of small hydrocarbon was utilized as the base mechanism, which has been widely validated for C₁-C₂ species for improved prediction of ignition delay times, flame speeds, and flame speciation. The 2-methylbutanol³⁴ and iso-pentanol²⁹ sub-schemes were included for low- and high-temperature chemistry of C₅ alcohols, which have been previously validated against various experimental data sets such as ignition delay times, laminar burning velocity, and species mole fraction in jet-stirred reactor (JSR). The LLNL (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) Gasoline Surrogate sub-scheme⁴⁰ was also added to allow computations of C₅ alcohols mixed with primary reference
fuels (PRFs). The resulting detailed mechanism used in this study involved 1482 species and 6573 reaction steps. The detailed and skeletal mechanisms and thermodynamic properties are available as supplementary material.

**Results and discussion**

*Autoignition delay times*

Ignition delay times for a) stoichiometric and b) fuel-lean ($\phi = 0.5$) 2-methylbutanol and iso-pentanol in air were simulated using the adiabatic constant volume homogenous reactor model in CHEMKIN PRO\textsuperscript{38}, and the results were compared with experimental data\textsuperscript{27,34} at 20 atm, as shown in Figure 1. The model was also tested against ignition delay times measured in the rapid compression machine (RCM) by running homogeneous variable volume history simulations accounting for the compression stroke and post-compression expansion/heat loss in the experiments. In this study, the onset of ignition for constant volume simulation is the time corresponding to the maximum rate of temperature rise ($\text{max } dT/dt$), which corresponds to the maximum pressure rise rate ($\text{max } dP/dt$). The ignition delay time in the RCM is defined as the difference in time between the end of compression and the maximum of the time derivative of the pressure. The ignition data for iso-pentanol/air mixtures were measured using a ST at NUI (National University of Ireland) Galway and an RCM at the University of Connecticut\textsuperscript{27}, and the data for 2-methylbutanol/air mixtures were obtained using a high-pressure shock tube (HPST) at KAUST\textsuperscript{34}. Overall, the proposed model for C\textsubscript{5} alcohols well predicts the ST and RCM experimental data within a factor of 2. Figure 1 also presents the ignition data for PRF\textsubscript{84}\textsuperscript{41} (a mixture of 84% iso-octane and 16% 16% \textit{n}-heptane in volume fraction). Experimental and computational results indicate that the ignition delay times of 2-methylbutanol/air mixtures are
similar to those of iso-pentanol/air mixtures at intermediate temperatures (950-1050 K), but, at higher temperatures (T > 1050 K), ignition delay times and overall activation energy of 2-methylbutanol are lower than those for iso-pentanol. In contrast, the simulated ignition times of 2-methylbutanol are longer than those of iso-pentanol at the lowest temperatures. The ignition behavior of both fuels in the high-temperature region is consistent with shock tube ignition data acquired at 1 and 2.6 atm by Tang et al.\textsuperscript{24} Figure 1 also shows that the ignition times of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols are slightly faster than for PRF84 in the intermediate-temperature region (950-1050 K). However, pronounced negative temperature coefficient (NTC) behavior is observed for PRF84, and the ignition delay times of iso-pentanol become slower than PRF84 near the NTC transition region, where low-temperature reactivity of PRF84 increases. The simulated ignition times of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols also show decreased reactivity under low-temperature conditions.
Figure 1. Ignition delay times for 2-methylbutanol$^{34}$ and iso-pentanol$^{27}$ compared with simulations at 20 atm. Experimental data for PRF84$^{41}$ are also presented.
Ignition delay times for 2-methylbutanol and iso-pentanol in air were also compared at 40 atm using the HPST at KAUST\textsuperscript{34}, and ignition data for iso-pentanol/air mixtures were measured in a ST at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute\textsuperscript{29}. Figure 2 displays the experimental data at 40 atm for stoichiometric fuel/air mixtures with \textit{n}-heptane\textsuperscript{42}, PRF84\textsuperscript{41}, and iso-octane\textsuperscript{42}. We observed a similar trend at 40 atm as was observed at 20 atm. In the intermediate temperature region (800-1000 K), the ignition data of 2-methylbutanol/air mixtures are very close to iso-pentanol/air ignition data, but at high temperatures, ignition delay times of 2-methylbutanol are shorter than for iso-pentanol. (i.e., ignition delay times and overall activation energy of 2-methylbutanol are lower than iso-pentanol). Between intermediate- and high-temperatures, the ignition delay times of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols are also slightly faster than for iso-octane and PRF84. However, ignition delay times for both C\textsubscript{5} alcohols becomes slower than for \textit{n}-heptane, PRF84, or iso-octane at the lowest temperatures due to a lack of low-temperature reactivity of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols.
Figure 2. Ignition delay times for 2-methylbutanol and iso-pentanol compared with simulations at 40 atm. Experimental data for n-heptane, PRF84, and iso-octane are also presented.

To highlight the most influential reactions controlling the ignition of both C5 alcohol/air mixtures, reaction path analyses for stoichiometric and fuel lean (ϕ=0.5) mixtures were conducted at 950 and 1350 K under 20 atm using the detailed chemical kinetic model. Figure 3 displays the dominant reaction pathways for the consumption of a) 2-methylbutanol and b) iso-pentanol; italicized and bold texts refer to intermediate- (950K) and high-temperature (1350K) conditions, respectively. The reaction paths were obtained from the rate of production analysis in CHEMKIN PRO at a time corresponding to 20% of the fuel consumed. Fuels are mainly consumed by H-atom abstraction reactions in favor of the α-site at 950 K because of its low C-H bond dissociation energy. Approximately 50% of fuels are consumed by the H-atom abstraction at the α-site to produce α-hydroxypentyl radicals, which mainly react with molecular oxygen to produce C₅ aldehyde species and HO₂ (2-methylbutanal from 2-methylbutanol and iso-pentanal from iso-pentanol). These reactions are low-temperature chain terminating pathways that inhibit low-temperature ignition of alcohols. The other fuel radicals are confronted with competition between β-scission decomposition reactions and O₂ addition reactions to radical sites to form hydroxypentyl peroxy (ROO) radicals (gray pathways in Figure 3). These ROO radicals mainly undergo isomerization to form hydroxypentyl hydroperoxide (QOOH), the conventional low-temperature chain-branching reaction. Therefore, fuel ignition is largely dependent on the formation of 2-methylbutanal and iso-pentanal as well as low-temperature chemistry at 950 K. H-atom abstraction reactions are still the dominant fuel consumption pathways at 1350 K favoring the α-site. In addition, the unimolecular fuel decomposition reactions become important under high-temperature conditions. Approximately 16% of 2-methylbutanol is decomposed to
form 2-butyl and hydroxymethyl radicals, and the formation of methyl and γ-hydroxybutyl radicals accounts for 6% of \( \text{iso-pentanol} \) consumption. Subsequently, \( \beta \)-scission reactions of fuel radicals lead to the formation of smaller radicals and unsaturated species (e.g., alkenes, enols, and/or aldehydes) in favor of C-C or C-O bond cleavage. Ethylene (C\( _2 \)H\( _4 \)) and butene isomers (C\( _4 \)H\( _8 \), 1-butene, 2-butene) are major intermediate species of 2-methylbutanol, while propene (C\( _3 \)H\( _6 \)) and \( \text{iso} \)-butene (iC\( _4 \)H\( _8 \)) are major intermediate species of \( \text{iso-pentanol} \). Fuel consumption pathways are insensitive to equivalence ratio, but O\(_2\) addition reactions become more important at 950K for lean mixtures due to the higher O\(_2\) mole fraction.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{O}_2 &\rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{O} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 + \text{O}_2 &\rightarrow \text{C}_3\text{H}_7 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{C}_5\text{H}_{11} + \text{O}_2 &\rightarrow \text{C}_4\text{H}_9 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\end{align*}\]
Figure 3. Reaction path analysis for a) 2-methylbutanol and b) iso-pentanol at 950 K (italics) and 1350 K (bold) under 20 atm ($\phi = 1.0/0.5$). The reaction fluxes correspond to the time when 20% of the fuel was consumed.

Figure 4 presents the comparison of temperature and major intermediate species identified in the fuel consumption path analyses. C$_5$ aldehyde species (2-methylbutanal and iso-pentanal) appear as major intermediate species in the early stage of ignition at 950 K, while ethylene for 2-methylbutanol and propene for iso-pentanol increase rapidly before ignition occurs. However, under high-temperature conditions (1350 K), ethylene and propene remain the dominant intermediate species. As expected from the reaction path analyses, ethylene is a major intermediate species for 2-methylbutanol/air mixtures, while propene is dominant during the ignition of iso-pentanol/air mixtures. Ethylene is more reactive than propene, and the different reactivity of C$_5$ alcohols at high-temperature conditions can be explained by this different formation of major intermediate species. Although the present detailed mechanism well reproduces the experimental ignition data qualitatively and quantitatively, further fundamental chemical kinetic studies for larger alcohols are needed to determine more accurate reaction pathways and rate constants.
Figure 4. Predicted major intermediate species (ethylene, propene, 2-butene, iso-butene, 2-methylbutanal, and iso-pentanal) and temperature profiles for a) 2-methylbutanol and b) iso-pentanol at 20 atm, $\phi = 1.0$, 950K (top) and 1350 K (bottom).

Heat release in an HCCI engine
The homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) has been studied extensively as an alternative internal combustion (IC) engine process to the conventional premixed SI engine and non-premixed CI engine. Yang and co-workers experimentally studied the fundamental characteristics of iso-pentanol as a fuel for HCCI engines\textsuperscript{37}, while Tsujimura et al.\textsuperscript{44} simulated the results using a detailed chemical kinetic model. Their results indicated that iso-pentanol shows characteristics of intermediate temperature heat release (ITHR). HCCI engine simulations were conducted using a detailed chemical kinetic model to explain the heat release characteristics of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols. Simulations were performed at an intake pressure (P\textsubscript{in}) of 150 kPa, a compression ratio (CR) of 14, an engine speed of 1200 RPM, an equivalence ratio of 0.3, and varied intake temperatures (T\textsubscript{in}) to maintain CA50 = 368CAD using a single-zone homogeneous adiabatic combustion model in CHEMKIN PRO\textsuperscript{38}. The simulation results of iso-octane and PRF75 are also displayed using the present detailed mechanism. Figure 5 shows the comparison of accumulated heat release and heat release rates of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols (normalized by total heat release) with those of iso-octane and PRF75 at an early stage of heat release. C\textsubscript{5} alcohols show relatively strong heat release prior to hot ignition. Figure 5 also indicates C\textsubscript{5} alcohols are more reactive than iso-octane, and these results are consistent with previous iso-pentanol studies on HCCI combustion.\textsuperscript{37,44} The required intake temperature of reactive fuels is lower than that for less reactive fuels at constant desired combustion phasing.
Figure 5. Comparison of accumulated heat release and heat release rate of 2-methylbutanol and iso-pentanol with those of iso-octane and PRF75. (CA50 ≈ 368CAD, ϕ = 0.3, P_in = 150 kPa, and CR = 14).

To quantify the boundaries of ITHR, the heat release rate (HRR) derivative-based method was employed to identify the sudden change in HRR. The start of the ITHR is defined at the point where the second derivative of the heat release is equal to zero with an upper limit set at 0.004 (1/deg²). Figure 6 presents the comparison of heat release profiles for C₅ alcohols with iso-octane and PRF75 and the concentration profiles for formaldehyde (CH₂O). During the ITHR period, formaldehyde is present at a significant concentration but is consumed quickly during high-temperature heat release. The results show that PRF75 exhibits clear low-temperature heat release, while both 2-methylbutanol and iso-pentanol display considerably more prominent ITHR behavior than iso-octane under the given conditions. The rate of temperature rise prior to hot ignition is important for maintaining the stability of HCCI.
combustion, wherein retarding combustion phasing by increasing ITHR allows for a more moderate rate of pressure increase while avoiding misfire.\textsuperscript{46}

**Figure 6.** Comparison of ITHR boundaries of 2-methylbutanol and iso-pentanol with those of iso-octane and PRF75. (CA50=368CAD, $\phi=0.3$, $P_{in}=150$ kPa, and CR=14). Concentration profiles of formaldehyde are also presented.

Figure 7 presents the dominant reactions of C$_5$ alcohols contributing to the heat release rate at $8^\circ$ before CA50 to provide insight into the ITHR (930~950K). To simplify the analysis, H-atom abstraction reactions by OH radicals and fuel radical reactions with O$_2$ were grouped together to calculate the sum of heat release. The results indicate that the most important reactions contributing to the rate of heat release are the reactions between fuel radicals and molecular oxygen (R+O$_2$ reactions), as well as H-atom abstraction by OH radicals (fuel+OH=R+H$_2$O reactions). In addition, hydrogen peroxide formation paths by the recombination of HO$_2$ radicals via H+O$_2$ reaction are also important for heat release during
ITHR, but the rapid decomposition reaction of H$_2$O$_2$ to OH radicals is endothermic to partially reduce the heat release from the above reactions at relatively high temperatures (930~950K).

**Figure 7.** Net heat release by elementary reactions of C$_5$ alcohols as a percentage of ITHR $8^\circ$ before CA50. (CA50$\approx$368CAD, $\phi$ =0.3, $P_m$=150 kPa, and CR=14).

*Mechanism reduction with DRGX*

The direct relation graph (DRG) with expert knowledge (DRGX) method$^{47,48}$ was used to develop a skeletal mechanism for HCCI engine combustion simulations. The DRG$^{49}$ method is based on the observation that weakly coupled species during combustion process can be eliminated. The first step in DRG is to quantify species coupling by the pair-wise error, $r_{AB}$, induced to a species A by the elimination of another species B for a given temperature and species concentrations. Figure 8 shows a typical species relations in a DRG. The arrow shows
the direction of dependence with the line weight indicating the relative importance. It is seen that A depends on B, but B does not depend on A. Moreover, species B and D are strongly coupled to form the dependent set \{B,D\} of A and have to be kept for correct prediction of A. However, species C, E and F can be eliminated because they are not required either A or any dependent set \{B,D\} of A.

\[
\tau_{AB} = \frac{\max_i |v_{Al} \omega_i \delta_{BI}|}{\max_i |v_{Al} \omega_i|}, \quad \delta_{Bi} = \begin{cases} 1, \text{if the } i\text{th reaction involves } B \\ 0, \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

\(\omega_i\): net reaction rate of the \(i\)th reaction
\(v_{Al}\): stoichiometric coefficient of species A in the \(i\)th reaction.

**Figure 8.** Typical species relation in a direct relation graph.

Compared to the original DRG, DRGX allows for species-specific error control employing a revised depth-first search (RDFS). Species-specific error tolerances can be used for selected species with small uncertainties for associated reactions. Any species B having larger \(r_{AB}\) than specified error tolerance will be retained in the skeletal mechanism, while other
species are treated using a default error tolerance. Such expert-specified species-specific information renders it possible to develop a highly accurate skeletal mechanism for heat release or species concentrations of interest.

Here, we performed a DRGX on sampled data from auto-ignition and a perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) model in a parameter range relevant to our HCCI combustion for C₅ alcohols and PRF75. The reduction covers pressures of 1, 20, and 40 atm, equivalence ratios between 0.3 and 1.0, initial temperatures for ignition from 650 to 1400 K, and an inlet temperature of 400 K for PSR. By specifying an error tolerance of 0.05 for temperature, 0.2 for H and OH radicals, and a default error tolerance of 0.45, the resulting skeletal mechanism consists of 631 species and 3233 reaction steps from the detailed mechanism by assigning 3 independent fuels (2-methylbutanol, iso-pentanol, and PRF75) as input parameters. The comparisons of laminar flame speed and jet-stirred reactor (JSR) species profiles using the skeletal mechanism are provided in the Supplementary material.

*Skeletal mechanism for HCCI simulation*

Before using the skeletal mechanism under HCCI engine combustion conditions, the skeletal mechanism was compared with the detailed mechanism. Figure 9 shows the ignition delay times of a) 2-methylbutanol, b) iso-pentanol, and c) PRF75 in air at 20 and 40 atm. Simulations were conducted using the adiabatic constant volume homogenous reactor model in CHEMKIN PRO³⁸. The skeletal mechanism is in excellent agreement with the detailed mechanism covering pressures of 20 and 40 atm at equivalence ratios of 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0, which corresponds to HCCI engine simulation conditions.
a) 2-Methylbutanol/air mixtures

b) iso-Pentanol/air mixtures
Figure 9. Comparison between detailed (dashed lines) and skeletal (solid lines) mechanisms for ignition delay times of a) 2-methylbutanol, b) iso-pentanol, and c) PRF75.

HCCI engine simulations were performed at the same conditions of the above mentioned HCCI simulation (intake pressure ($P_{\text{in}}$) : 150 kPa, CR : 14, engine speed : 1200 RPM, equivalence ratio : 0.3, and CA50=368CAD) using the skeletal mechanism and the results were compared with those of the detailed mechanism. All simulations use a single-zone homogeneous adiabatic combustion model in CHEMKIN PRO\textsuperscript{38}. Figure 10 shows the comparison of pressure, temperature, and heat release rates (normalized by total heat release) of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols and PRF75 between skeletal and detailed mechanisms. The results show good agreement between skeletal and detailed mechanisms including rates of heat release, pressure, and temperature histories for a given combustion phasing (CA50=368CAD). However, intake temperatures are required to decrease by 2.4°C for 2-methylbutanol ($T_{\text{in}}$=85.4°C) and 3.4°C for $iso$-pentanol ($T_{\text{in}}$=87.1°C), and increase by 2.1°C for PRF75 ($T_{\text{in}}$=73.6°C) to obtain the given combustion phasing. The skeletal
mechanism successfully captures the ITHR characteristics of C5 alcohols and LTHR of PRF75. The dominant reactions contributing to heat release at the early stage of ignition are the fuel radical reactions with molecular oxygen (R+O2 reactions) and the hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) formation reactions according to previous analysis.

**Figure** 10. Comparison of detailed (symbols) and skeletal (lines) mechanisms for pressure, temperature, and heat release rate of a) 2-methylbutanol, b) iso-pentanol, and c) PRF75. (CA50≈368CAD, φ =0.3, Pin=150 kPa, and CR=14).

To examine the capability for retarding combustion phasing, the intake temperature sensitivity test was conducted using the skeletal mechanism by sweeping T_{in} from a temperature-causing advanced combustion phasing to a temperature-causing retarded combustion phasing. Figure 11A shows the comparison of sensitivities of C5 alcohols to intake temperature.
Simulations were performed at intake pressures ($P_{in}$) of 150 kPa, a CR of 14, an engine speed of 1200 RPM, and an equivalence ratio of 0.3. As the intake temperature ($T_{in}$) decreases, combustion phasing is retarded and becomes more sensitive to changes in $T_{in}$. Fuels with stronger ITHRs will be less sensitive to $T_{in}$ change for any given CA50 due to the high rate of temperature rise before hot ignition and will be less affected by random variations in combustion stability.\textsuperscript{37} The combustion phasing of iso-pentanol is later than that of 2-methylbutanol at lowest intake temperature (85°C) because iso-pentanol is less reactive at relevant constant volume ignition delay conditions ($T=850K$ at 40atm), as shown in Figure 12. The effects of intake pressure were also investigated using the skeletal mechanism by changing $P_{in}$. In previous studies\textsuperscript{51,52}, gasoline has shown enhanced ITHR with boosted intake pressure, while ethanol shows no dependence on intake pressure. Figure 11B displays the comparison of intake temperatures of C$_5$ alcohols to maintain constant combustion phasing with various intake pressures. Simulations were performed at a CR of 14, an engine speed of 1200 RPM, and an equivalence ratio of 0.3 and varied $T_{in}$ to maintain CA50 = 368 CAD. In this study, the $P_{in}$ sweep was conducted at $P_{in}$ = 110-190 kPa. Results show that the required intake temperature decreases as $P_{in}$ increases due to the increased reactivity caused by increasing pressure. Figure 11C shows the comparison of intake temperatures at constant CA50 with various engine speeds. $T_{in}$ were varied to maintain a constant CA50 with changing engine speed at $P_{in}$ of 150 kPa, a CR of 14, and an equivalence ratio of 0.3. The $T_{in}$ was increased to maintain the combustion phasing at higher engine speeds, and the simulated trend is consistent with experimental engine measurements\textsuperscript{37}. 
Figure 11. Sensitivity of A) intake temperature, B) pressure, and C) engine speed of C$_5$ alcohols. ($\phi=0.3$ and CR=14).

Figure 12. Ignition delay times of C$_5$ alcohols at relevant HCCI conditions (40 atm, $\phi=0.3$).

Figure 13 shows the evolution of pressure and accumulated heat release to evaluate the effect of C$_5$ alcohol addition to PRF75/air mixtures in HCCI combustion. Simulations were performed at an intake pressure ($P_{in}$) of 150 kPa, a compression ratio (CR) of 14, an engine speed of 1200 RPM, an equivalence ratio of 0.3, and intake temperatures ($T_{in}$) of 90 °C using a single-
zone homogeneous adiabatic combustion model in CHEM KIN PRO\textsuperscript{38}. As expected, combustion phasing is retarded as alcohol addition increases due to the corresponding increase in octane number, and the maximum pressure decreases as alcohol addition increases. The results also show that low-temperature heat release decreases with increasing addition of C\textsubscript{5} alcohols.
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**Figure** 13. Comparison of pressure and accumulated heat release of PRF75 with C\textsubscript{5} alcohol addition. (CA\textsubscript{50}=368CAD, $\phi=0.3$, $P_{in}=150$ kPa, and CR=14).

To highlight the effect of alcohol addition on LTHR, heat release rates (normalized by total heat release), formaldehyde (CH\textsubscript{2}O), and hydroperoxyl radical (HO\textsubscript{2}) concentrations at cool flame zone are presented in Figure 14. Formaldehyde starts to accumulate during the LTHR period and present at a significant concentration during ITHR.\textsuperscript{45} The formation of hydrogen peroxide (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}) by the recombination reactions of HO\textsubscript{2} radicals via H+O\textsubscript{2} reaction contributes to heat release during LTHR. The results show a significant decrease of the peak of LTHR when 30\% C\textsubscript{5} alcohol is blended to PRF75. Figure 14 also shows the decrease in HO\textsubscript{2} formation during
LTHR for C₅ alcohol addition to PRF75, and these blended fuels have relatively strong ITHR characteristics.

**Figure 14.** Comparison of heat release rate and intermediate species of PRF75 with C₅ alcohol addition at cool flame zone.

The intake temperature sensitivity test for PRF75 with C₅ alcohols was conducted to investigate the effect of alcohol addition by sweeping Tₗ from an advanced combustion phasing to a retarded combustion phasing, as shown in Figure 15. Simulations were performed at intake pressures (Pₗ) of 150 kPa, a CR of 14, an engine speed of 1200 RPM, and an equivalence ratio of 0.3. As the intake temperature (Tₗ) decreases, combustion phasing is retarded and becomes more sensitive to changes in intake temperature. Figure 15 also shows the effect of alcohol addition to delay the main combustion at lower intake temperatures. The effect of alcohol addition on combustion phasing disappears as temperature increases near 135 °C, where the reactivity of C₅ alcohols are close to those of PRFs (relevant to 950K at 40 atm). As discussed
previously, the reactivity of iso-pentanol is less than that of 2-methylbutanol at lowest intake temperature (75°C).

Figure 15. Comparison of intake temperature sensitivity of PRF75 with C5 alcohol addition. (CA50≈368CAD, φ=0.3, P_in=150 kPa, and CR=14).

Conclusion

The ignition delay times of two C5 alcohol isomers were compared with those of PRFs. Overall, ignition delay time of C5 alcohols is slightly faster than for either PRF (heptane and iso-octane) at intermediate-temperature regions, but slower than iso-octane in the low-temperature region due to a lack of NTC behavior. The ignition delay time of 2-methylbutanol/air mixtures is similar to that of iso-pentanol/air mixtures at intermediate temperatures, while the ignition delay times and overall activation energy of 2-methylbutanol are lower than iso-pentanol at high temperatures. Reaction path analyses were conducted at intermediate- and high-temperature
conditions using a detailed chemical kinetic model to identify the important reactions controlling the ignition of both C$_5$ alcohol fuels.

HCCI simulations were performed to better understand the characteristics of heat release of C$_5$ alcohols. The detailed mechanism predicts that C$_5$ alcohols show relatively strong reactions at intermediate temperatures prior to hot ignition, and that both the C$_5$ alcohol fuels have higher HCCI reactivity than does iso-octane under the given conditions.

A new skeletal mechanism for HCCI combustion was developed using a direct relation graph with expert knowledge (DRGX) for two C$_5$ alcohols and PRF75. The resulting skeletal mechanism was tested against various HCCI engine combustion conditions, including intake pressure, intake temperature, and engine speed, to better understand the combustion properties of these C$_5$ alcohols in an HCCI engine. Combustion phasing is retarded and becomes more sensitive as intake temperature decreases and reactivity is increased with increased intake pressure. The intake temperature requirement was increased at higher engine speeds to maintain constant combustion phasing. The reactivity of *iso*-pentanol is lower than that of 2-methylbutanol in HCCI combustion under low intake temperature conditions. In addition, C$_5$ alcohol addition to PRF75 in HCCI combustion leads to a significant decrease of LTHR and a delay the main combustion at lower intake temperatures.
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